Literacy
Recount writing.
Poetry

History
History of vehicles.
How have vehicles changed? How did
people travel in the past?
Who and when were
different forms of transport

Information writing—leaflets and
explanatory notes and labelling.

Religious Education
Story writing—Fantasy
Grammar and punctuation,

We are looking at special places and
what special things help people to
worship.

Geography

Design Technology

How do we travel?
Where to?

Where do we find and use wheels?

Mapping and mapping
symbols.

Numbers and place value, and comparing and rounding

Art and Design
Studying portraiture.
Collage and using mixed media.
Printing methods.

Revisit addition, Subtraction.
Introduce multiplication and division.
Times tables.

Computing

The Wheels on the...

Presenting data. Independent
research tasks to collate and present data.
YR/Y1 - writing instructions, filming and creating
short videos.
Y2—using digital photography and
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Compare, Estimate and
measure weight

Physical Education
Science
Explore forces.
Pushes and pulls and the effects of
friction.

Gymnastics
Exploring different ways of travelling
and moving.
Creating sequences of moves and performing for an audience,

Music

Find out about Gravity and it’s
effects.

Continued balance,
Coordination and games skills, through

Explore a range of
musical instruments with a focus on
learning to play the
Ukulele.

Experimentation and
Testing

Special Trips and visits

The changing seasons

Possible trip to a transport
museum / airport. tbc

3D shapes and their properties.

To look at the work of
Benjamin Britten.

Explore pulleys.

Explore which forms of transport are
appropriate for different areas.

Christianity and Judaism

Mathematics

Design and creating moving models.

PSHCE
Continue to explore what makes a good friend
and how to respect one another. Learning to recognise our feelings and how to respond
appropriately to them
About going for goals—Knowing our strengths,
setting goals and planning how to meet them.
The meaning of persistence.

Useful websites
www.mathletics.co.uk

Visitors to school.

